
PLANNING YOUR JWST/NIRSPEC OBSERVATION 
NIRCAM PRE-IMAGING VISUALIZATION TOOL FOR NIRSPEC

NIRSpec instrument
NIRSpec is the Near-Infrared Spectrograph for the James Webb Space 
Telescope. Designed and built by the European Space Agency (ESA), 
NIRSpec is a multi-object spectrograph that will enable observations 
of up to 100 astronomical sources simultaneously. It has a large field of 
view (3.4′ X 3.6′) and is highly sensitive over the wavelength range 
0.6−5 μm. 


The NIRSpec focal plane assembly contains two closely butted sensor 
chip arrays (SCA; provided by NASA Goddard) of 2048 x 2048 pixels. 
The Micro Shutter Assembly (MSA; fabricated by NASA Goddard) 
consists of a 2 X 2 mosaic of quadrants. Each quadrant has 365 
shutters along the dispersion axis and 171 shutters along the spatial 
axis.

Most NIRSpec multi-object spectroscopy observations will require having 
source catalogues with highly accurate relative astrometry  (15 milli-arcsec 
or less) due to target acquisition restrictions. When such fine catalogues 
are not available, NIRCam pre-imaging of the field of interest will be 
required. 


We developed a Python visualization tool that allows users to display 
NIRCam and NIRSpec apertures using DS9 regions on a given image with 
accurate WCS information. This interactive tool helps users visualize 
possible configurations of the NIRCam LWC and SHW on top of the 
NIRSpec MSA, for properly planning a NIRCam observation. Three 
NIRCam dither patterns as well as  two-tile mosaics are available. 
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Displaying the NIRSpec MSA/IFU 

NIRCam mosaic patterns
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NIRCam pre-imaging
The NIRSpec target acquisition algorithm uses 5−20 reference stars 
observed through the MSA to precisely position the science targets 
within the tiny (0.20″ X 0.46″) micro−shutters. This procedure imposes 
strict requirements on the relative astrometry between these reference 
stars and the science targets (Figure 1).
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Figure'1:' 'The'es#mated'accuracy'for'target'acquisi#on'plo@ed'versus'the'input'rela#ve'
astrometric'catalog'accuracy'for'reference'alignment'stars'and'science'sources.

Imaging data from Hubble Space Telescope's cameras have sufficient 
astrometric accuracy, and JWST/NIRCam should  also satisfy these 
requirements. For this reason, NIRSpec MOS users will likely have to 
provide either verified astrometry from HST images or to obtain 
NIRCam pre-imaging of their target fields as part of their program. 


With this in mind we developed a Python tool (Figure 2) to 
simultaneously visualize the NIRSpec and NIRCam footprints to aid 
users design the NIRCam pre-imaging for their observation. 

Visualization tool
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This new tool helps users visualize JWST NIRCam and NIRSpec fields 
of view of observations made at different times by generating and 
displaying DS9 regions. Here are the main features of the code:
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Catalogue of primary sources and fillers (Figure 3)
Precise positioning of NIRSpec apertures (MSA quadrants and IFU)
Precise positioning of the NIRCam apertures
Three NIRCam dither patterns (Figure 4)
Two-tile NIRCam mosaic patterns (Figure 5)
Target visibility calculation and plot (Figure 6) 
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Optional input source catalogue
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Figure' 2:' Visualiza#on' tool' graphical' interface.' In'
each' sec#on' the' user' enters' parameters' that' are'
then'transformed'into'DS9'regions'and'automa#cally'
displayed'on'top'of'a'background'image.

Figure'3:'Users'may'input'simple'targets'lists'that'the'visualiza#on'tool'transforms'into'
DS9'regions.'Different'colors'represent'primary'and'filler'sources.

Figure' 4:' Three' NIRCam' dither' pa@erns' are'
programmed'in'the'visualiza#on'tool'and'may'
be'used' to'prepare'a'NIRCam'observa#on'of'
the'field'of'interest.

Figure' 5:' The' visualiza#on' tool'
allows' users' to' display' NIRCam'
mosaics'composed'of'two'#les.'
Offsets' to' create' the'mosaics' are'
defined'by'the'user.'

Op#ons' for' the' NIRCam' and'
NIRSpec' field' posi#oning' and'
observa#on' aperture' posi#on'
angles' will' always' be' constrained'
by'JWST'poin#ng'limita#ons.'

At' program' submission,' the' user'
will' be'working'with' the'aperture'
PA'that'has'been'assigned'to'their'
observa#on' by' the' schedulers,'
and'will' use' that' precise' angle' in'
MPT' to' make' detailed' MSA'
configura#ons' at' the' planned'
poin#ngs.

Figure' 6:' Given' the' center' (α,' δ)'
of' the' MSA' configura#on,' the'
visualiza#on' tool' calculates' the'
available'aperture'posi#on'angles'
as' a' func#on' of' #me' for' both'
NIRSpec'and'NIRCam.'
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We developed a Python tool that allows users to display NIRCam and 
NIRSpec apertures using DS9 regions on a given image with accurate 
WCS information. This interactive tool helps users visualize possible 
configurations  of the NIRCam Long and Short Wavelength Channels 
on top of the NIRSpec Micro Shutter Array apertures, for properly 
planning a NIRCam observation. Three NIRCam dither patterns as well 
as two-tile mosaics are available features.

0.6−5.3 μm.


